
Destroying white privilege 

• Understand that you’re actually a racist/bigot for not believing that white 

privilege exists 

• Ignore the same old stupid moral high ground rant for the next 10 minutes 

• Tell the social justice warrior, “Hold on a second, and hear me out.” 

• First thing to understand is that statistical disparity does NOT mean 

discrimination 

o For example, “A whopping portion of the NBA are tall black men and 

not 5’9” Jews. That is not because there is some sort of institutional 

conspiracy to keep short Jews out of the NBA.” - Ben Shapiro 

• There is one basic principle to be understood about every corner of the US 

and that is meritocracy rules, from sports, to academia, to the workplace. 

• Financials 

o The only color that capitalism cares about is green. Not black, white, 

or what have you. 

o Capitalism kills discrimination on the basis that when a business 

decides to discriminate, he/she/they will lose good employees, 

consumers and put themselves at a disadvantage on the marketplace. 

o Banks don’t discriminate. If they did, they would go bankrupt because 

banks who would cater to minorities would dominate the market 

o University of Iowa sociologist Sarah Harkness found that banks lent 

to black females at the same rate as they do to white males 

• Workplace 

o Federal Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 

▪ ERACE - Eradicating Racism And Colorism from Employment 

▪ This is program goes out of its way to fight individual racist 

and put them out of business. Where is the white privilege? 

• Education 

o Affirmative action programs are designed in a way that allow 

minorities with lower scores to take slots from students with higher 

scores. If white privilege is sitting out of a college education because 

you’re white, intelligent and rich then who would want to be part of 

the white privilege class? 

• Crime 

o “White officers shoot black individuals for no reason.” False. Here’s 

why. 

o More white people die at the hands of police officers than black 

people do. 



o Blacks are more likely to be shot than white people on a percentage 

basis, but police are less likely to shoot black people in the same 

circumstance 

o Look at the murder rate in the black community which is significantly 

higher than the murder rate in the white community. Use these 

statistics rather than the general statistics -- you’ll find that police 

officers over represent the amount of whites that they kill rather than 

the amount of blacks that they kill. In essence, you’re actually more 

likely to be killed if you’re white based on the circumstance. 

o Crack-cocaine disparity is a simplistic argument. It’s easier to 

distribute, sell and get high off of crack than it is cocaine. It’s all 

about accessibility and convenience. Generally speaking, the 

individuals who are going to be caught with crack are going to be 

low-class individuals. Let the statistics speak for themselves. 

o There was a campaign by black, white, democratic, and republican 

inner city legislators to get rid crack in the inner cities BECAUSE 

powder cocaine was non-existent. 

o In 1995 the Justice Department found that more whites had been 

accused of more felonies in the 75 largest cities than any other 

minority. If anything, under policing in inner city neighborhoods is 

the issue, not over policing. 

• Poverty 

o Brookings Institute (Very far Leftist research institute) did a study and 

found that in order to stay out of permanent poverty you (1) get a high 

school diploma, (2) get a job and (3) don’t have a kid before you get 

married.  

o Did you know..? The black community is responsible for having the 

highest single mother rate and the highest high school dropout rate 

compared to any other group in the country. 

o In 1960 the black single motherhood rate was 20%, today it is 

upwards of 80%. Let the stats there speak for themselves. 

o It goes both ways. Poor whites, latinos, asians, etc, are below the 

poverty line because they are having children at young ages and not 

graduating high school. It is not a race specific thing.  

o Personal responsibility. Things need to change inside the INNER 

CITY community if these statistics are going to change. 

▪ What is going on with inner city culture? This is a question that 

passionate Leftists always have trouble answering. 

• Destroying leftist bullshit evidence 



o Michael Brown. Understand the facts based witness testimony. All 

witnesses, by the way, are black. 

o M. Brown robbed a store, punched a police officer, wrestled the 

officer for his gun in which it went off, he charged the officer which 

then resulted in his shooting and death. Need not to say more. 

▪ This was according to the witnesses testimony 

o Trayvon Martin. Once again understand the facts based on witness 

testimony.  

o Trayvon Martin was on top of George Zimmerman slamming his head 

into the ground resulting in the shooting and death of Trayvon Martin. 

Zimmerman was also Latino, not white. He is actually part white, but 

mostly Latino. I cannot find out exactly what those proportions are but 

if you look at pictures of Zimmerman, it’s easy to tell. 

▪ Leftists will try and say that he’s either white OR, and yes what 

you’re about to read does happen, they will form their argument 

in a fashion that claims that the racially white characteristics of 

him granted immunity from law, hence, white privilege. False. 

Latino/white people are not some rare, endangered species that 

scour the wild and are immune to the law.  

▪ There are Latino/white people everywhere, and for the most 

part you can never tell unless they are disproportionately white. 

This is how genetics and mixing of different races work. 

o Liberals will make up their own subjective truths to their own 

convenience to prove you wrong. Their personal truths are not THE 

truth. There is only the truth and bullshit. 

• Take the liberal tears from the idiot you just destroyed in your debate, 

dissemble your American made Springfield M1911 .45 caliber handgun and 

apply the tears in order to clean the mechanism, reassemble and proceed to 

purchase ANTIFA and ISIS hunting permits and max out on tags 
 


